
2016 BIG Idea Competition 

 Finalist Concept Overviews 
MCH Design 
MCH Design is creating inexpensive MCM spirit bands and key-chains to show school pride. As 
we went around town we saw a problem with expensive school merchandise. In our community 
there are many larger families that are limited financially. MCH Design is solving the problem of 
families not being able to afford school spirit wear. 
 
Claire Sweet Treats 
 Claire's Sweet Treats will be a made-to-order bakery, operating in the Milbank area, for anyone 
who needs a baked good but doesn't have the time or resources to bake items themselves. My 
clientele would be anyone who can afford baked goods. 

Green Decor 
 Do you have scraps of steel laying around your yard taking up space? Green Decor will build 
home décor out of steel to any design. From alligators, little knickknacks, etc. This will help the 
community by getting rid of wasted space around your own yard. So you have more space at 
your house. We take any ideas that you have or would like to have around your house and 
make it come true. 

Once Upon A Memory 
Your party, Our plan, Creating dreams & Preserving memories" Our business, Once Upon a 
Memory, is here to make your life easy, we'll arrange it all for you. The purpose of our business 
is to plan and produce whatever party fits your interests. In having this business, we are limiting 
the amount of time and stress you would have planning your own party. Our party planning is 
for anyone interested in having a celebration. 

Bakken’s Baker 
 Do you ever feel rushed because you need desserts for a later event or meeting? Do you want 
to send a gift? If so, Bakken’s Bakery has your back. Bakken’s Bakery covers every event from 
weddings to small get togethers. Customers must allow at least 3 hours before pickup. Bakken’s 
Bakery bakes everything from brownies to birthday cakes. Celebrate holidays with beautiful, 
creative, and delicious treats from Bakken’s Bakery. "You name it, We bake it." 

ACE’s Tattoo Shop 
The name of my business is ACE's Tattoo Shop. My idea for the business is that we do tattoo's 
the way people want them, no questions asked. The big problem is that most people have to go 



a long distance to get a good tattoo, my business would be in Huron and we'd do the tattoo 
exactly the way they want it, if they want more we would add more on to the current tattoo. 
 
Bright Blaster’s 
 Bright Blasters offers customers customizable laser guns, you would have to purchase a 
membership before being able to alter the laser guns, once a member you could change what 
type of laser it is and choose between shotgun, rifle, and pistol modifications, pistol would be 
the default laser gun setup. When it comes to customization there would also be a variety of 
colors, textures, and designs available. The business would focus on teenagers. 
 
Open Cage 
 Open Cage is a pet store for many types of animals including dogs, cats, bunnies, chicks, 
hedgehogs, and tea cup pigs. If someone is interested in adopting one of our animals, they have 
the opportunity to learn about the animal’s personality by spending time with them out of their 
pens. Before entering our business, you will have to pay an entry fee and wash your hands. This 
is for the safety of our animals. 

 


